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Network Performance Monitoring
for the Cloud Era
By 2020, Cisco’s Global Cloud Index predicts that 73 percent of organizations will deliver virtually all of their
communication tools, to CRM solutions like Salesforce and even cybersecurity platforms.

delivered in the cloud, it allows organizations to retire their legacy

tend to be designed for ease of use (requiring less training) and all data
is hosted online, which frees up corporate data centers.

MORE THAN

80%

Due to the nature of SaaS tools, users can enjoy predictable pricing
that can often be tailored to their unique budgetary needs. As a result,
it makes sense for enterprise IT to seek out a SaaS solution to monitor
the performance of their own cloud-delivered network infrastructure
and the SaaS apps that their network supports.

are hosted and delivered
in the cloud

While the technology behind AppNeta Performance Manager is
revolutionary, that isn’t the only unique thing about us. We’re among
the only SaaS-based NPM solutions that can be delivered cost-
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The network is unpredictable — your costs shouldn’t be

Our pricing model is simple and built on two factors: How

Often, this pricing resembles a points system, where

many locations you have and how many apps you need to

teams are given X amount of points in anticipation of

monitor, with no extra charges for additional test types or

needing to run Y number of tests. That’s no way to run a

data volumes.

network—especially in the cloud era when teams don’t

With other, more traditional monitoring solutions, the
cost of service can be highly variable, nickel-and-diming
for every web or network metric your team requires. This
charge then gets multiplied by the number of apps that

control or necessarily predict the pathways their apps
take to delivery. And it only gets compounded when taking
into account the total number of apps leveraging network
capacity — business-critical or otherwise.

require testing. Rather than an all-inclusive subscription

This makes it almost impossible for IT to clearly map out

model, teams need to pay more or less depending on their

their budgets for performance monitoring—and simply

network’s performance over a given period: If issues are

compromising on an NPM solution isn’t an option as

rampant over a given month, requiring IT to run more tests

companies continue moving to cloud workflows.

than usual, teams are likely to see spikes in their billing for
that period.

Deployment flexibility designed for the cloud era
AppNeta was designed for the enterprise in the cloud, but we aren’t
restrictive about deployment whatsoever—even if teams are still running
more traditional workflows.
In fact, our SaaS platform can be deployed in our public cloud or in your
private data center. Combined with our family of purpose-built, plug-nplay physical or virtual appliances designed for any network configuration
(regardless of speed or type), deployment options are nearly unlimited:
We offer pre-configured custom appliances that can support 1 Gbps to
100 Gbps networks along with virtual solutions, and we can deploy our
entire platform on-premises if necessary.
While other solutions may claim they deliver flexibility, they are still only
really giving enterprise IT a virtual image in multiple form factors as
opposed to a complete, timely picture of the state of the network. They also
don’t all offer true on-premises deployment because data still has to be
sent to their cloud platform, regardless of how the enterprise would like
to deploy.
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One solution for every app
AppNeta doesn’t pull punches when it comes to monitoring
applications. You choose any app–SaaS, web or on-prem–and we’ll
monitor it every way we know how.
Other solutions will require IT to choose every specific test that teams
want to perform and then target the same app with each. In contrast,
we let you choose the apps you care about, and we’ll monitor them
using every capability in our toolkit. AppNeta provides analysis of
passive flow and packet data to discover what apps are in use on the
network in order to add critical context to our active network and web
monitoring approaches. The combination provides insight from every
dimension of network performance.

Scale from 10 to 10,000 when others only go from 5 to 10
Our cloud platform is designed to monitor over 10,000 locations
for distributed enterprises and millions of app. We already serve
some of the largest (and most distributed) companies in the world.
So while other NPM solutions may claim to go big, we’ve actually
done it, and continue to grow with many of the world’s largest
enterprise clients.
The enterprise as we know it is fundamentally changing in the cloud
era to allow businesses of all stripes to employ more distributed
workforces (and by proxy, an array of remote locations). AppNeta is
designed not just to mirror the flexible pricing of the SaaS tools that
have to date helped redefine the enterprise, but to help keep this
positive business transformation in motion.

Download our whitepaper Beyond Your Network:
How Digital Transformation Fueled By Cloud Has
Changed Performance Monitoring to learn what
a comprehensive monitoring solution in action
should look like.

ABOUT APPNETA
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers.

1.800.508.5233 | SALES@APPNETA.COM | APPNETA.COM
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